LINE NOTES form

performer: ____________________  page: _________  date: ____________
correct line: _______________________________________________________

☐ paraphrased  ☐ inverted lines  ☐ jumped cue  ☐ mixed up words
☐ dropped line  ☐ dropped word/phrase
added word(s): _______________________________________________________

performer: ____________________  page: _________  date: ____________
correct line: _______________________________________________________

☐ paraphrased  ☐ inverted lines  ☐ jumped cue  ☐ mixed up words
☐ dropped line  ☐ dropped word/phrase
added word(s): _______________________________________________________

performer: ____________________  page: _________  date: ____________
correct line: _______________________________________________________

☐ paraphrased  ☐ inverted lines  ☐ jumped cue  ☐ mixed up words
☐ dropped line  ☐ dropped word/phrase
added word(s): _______________________________________________________

performer: ____________________  page: _________  date: ____________
correct line: _______________________________________________________

☐ paraphrased  ☐ inverted lines  ☐ jumped cue  ☐ mixed up words
☐ dropped line  ☐ dropped word/phrase
added word(s): _______________________________________________________

performer: ____________________  page: _________  date: ____________
correct line: _______________________________________________________

☐ paraphrased  ☐ inverted lines  ☐ jumped cue  ☐ mixed up words
☐ dropped line  ☐ dropped word/phrase
added word(s): _______________________________________________________

performer: ____________________  page: _________  date: ____________
correct line: _______________________________________________________

☐ paraphrased  ☐ inverted lines  ☐ jumped cue  ☐ mixed up words
☐ dropped line  ☐ dropped word/phrase
added word(s): _______________________________________________________

performer: ____________________  page: _________  date: ____________
correct line: _______________________________________________________

☐ paraphrased  ☐ inverted lines  ☐ jumped cue  ☐ mixed up words
☐ dropped line  ☐ dropped word/phrase
added word(s): _______________________________________________________

performer: ____________________  page: _________  date: ____________
correct line: _______________________________________________________

☐ paraphrased  ☐ inverted lines  ☐ jumped cue  ☐ mixed up words
☐ dropped line  ☐ dropped word/phrase
added word(s): _______________________________________________________

performer: ____________________  page: _________  date: ____________
correct line: _______________________________________________________

☐ paraphrased  ☐ inverted lines  ☐ jumped cue  ☐ mixed up words
☐ dropped line  ☐ dropped word/phrase
added word(s): _______________________________________________________

performer: ____________________  page: _________  date: ____________
correct line: _______________________________________________________

☐ paraphrased  ☐ inverted lines  ☐ jumped cue  ☐ mixed up words
☐ dropped line  ☐ dropped word/phrase
added word(s): _______________________________________________________